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Abstract

Professional development has changed thanks to the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and the adoption and proliferation of the Internet. Social networks contribute to professional development through open experiences and communities or through more restricted and specific groups. In this paper, we analyze multiple forms of communication in social networks and argue that professional development is based on the construction of shared knowledge. Taken into consideration different types of online communities, we focus our study in massive online courses (open and massive networks) and in virtual communities (more restricted and closed groups), in order to answer the following questions: In what extend social networks are influencing individuals and promoting professional development? Are individuals managing the information and experiences from social networks for their professional development? By exploring the main changes that social networks provide for professional development we expect to contribute for further research and actions in this field of expertise.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We live in an interconnected world expressed in accelerated rhythms of life and knowledge mutability. In last decades, technologies have been revolutionizing the way individuals interact with the world, create new things, construct knowledge and relate to each other’s. The boundaries between personal and professional online profiles are increasingly blurred, real time information exchange has become a reality, and the use of virtual/social interaction for personal and professional development is more evident.

Access to information and collaboration through social network is one of the challenges of the current historical-cultural and scientific time. Social networking importance is undeniable. They are the result of technology embedded in our daily lives and an important contribution for knowledge democratization, training and professional development.

Georgina and Olson [1] on a review about integration of technology revealed that research points out that “the most effective training occurs when it incorporates peer to peer training, manifesting in shared ideas and practices among participants” (p. 3). According with these results how can social networks attend professionals’ special training needs?

In this paper we focus on literature review that advocates that professional development requires high levels of support in addition to mastering the intellectual and technical dimensions involved in the profession, mainly through communities of practices that share the same interest but also through strategic training and support structures.

As Area [2] points out, you must have the economic and physical conditions to possess the technology, but not least important are the cognitive skills that enable the use and the critical appropriation of information that the technologies provides. Network society is becoming more demanding in cognitive skills. Therefore commitment to lifelong learning powered by social network is, in this context, one of the most advantageous position of the individual in order to face the daily life and the professional challenges.

Several kinds of open and closed social networks already make part of individuals’ routines. Democratization of the mobile industry (smartphones and tablets) has help technology to transform the world even faster, by bringing to people access to information anywhere and anytime.

In this paper we explore some of the major transformation that social networks are bringing for training and professional development. We also analyse different kinds of users based on their communication
online, and their behaviour/practices on different types of social network (open and more restricted groups/communities).

2 MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE COURSES AS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Massive Online Open Courses (MOOC), in particular, have assumed an important role in the last few years and became popular among educators and students as open educational resources [3]. After the first MOOC called "Connectivism and Connective Knowledge (CCK08)" and other similar experiences, many open courses were developed, growing rapidly and gaining popularity.

MOOC seem to be especially attractive to those participants who need to acquire certain personal and professional skills, to the extent that this courses can help them promote their professional development through continuous training and, at the same time, meet their training needs thanks to the advantages of distance learning: asynchronous and online. Taking into consideration professional profiles, MOOC can also be an answer for accreditation of knowledge through most innovative and flexible ways, better adapted to the labor market needs, always in a constant evolution and growth. Zapata-Ros [4] points out that MOOC matches an individual approach for learners, based on their interests, abilities and needs, together with a learning approach based on best practices, in order to promote learning and motivation of the participants. Personal development with professional development. Necessarily linked.

The phenomenon is based on learning platforms that allows creating connections and interactions, based on collaboration and exchange of materials and resources. First aiming to share knowledge and after to construct knowledge, founded on free access (except obtaining certificate), unlimited participation (anyone can join) and short periods of time (five to ten weeks) ([5], [6], [7]).

Current developments in massive open courses are linked with the analysis of the participants outcomes. There are four typical final expectations for a student who successfully completed a MOOC course at Coursera (one of the major MOOC platforms): (1) certificate of accomplishment (with one of two levels), (2) “Signature” verified-identity version of the certificate, (3) credit recommendation, and (4) nothing.

Often participating in MOOC promotes the creation of Online Learning Communities with an important influence on professional development of the participants. And normally this guarantee that training doesn't end after the completion of the course.

Teaching is an experiential process which demands holistic and integrative critical analysis of both, the theoretical frameworks that support it and, the context in which it develops. The result of this process is the construction of a professional knowledge that integrates a specific knowledge of the teacher profession, composed of multiple dimensions and modes of cognition [8]. Thus, the professional knowledge that we report includes not only scientific and pedagogical knowledge (theoretical and conceptual knowledge), know-how (practical schemes of teaching), the know-why (the practical justification) [9], but also how to be (personal characteristics, emotions, values) [10].

Recent experiences has shown that MOOC can promote professional development to enhance learning – which is freely accessible – in virtual environments. In these virtual environments, learners can cover topics of interest, developed based on the training needs of the course target audience [11].

Although MOOC possess characteristics of disruptive innovation, new computer and pedagogical models should be consolidated to acquire that property. Added to this is also the need to define the MOOC regarding accreditation and certification is concerned, as it is questioned the authenticity of the participants, as well as the idea of free education.

Latest development of MOOC platforms and their association with Agencies and Educational Institutions is one of the most recent outputs. Regarding professional development of teachers and other specialists these associations might assure the necessary recognition of acquired knowledge of the participants by educational authorities, an important issue linked with successful completion of MOOC.

The educational authorities seem to be responding to these needs of professionals through MOOC, with some ongoing experimental initiatives that must be subject to an evaluation. Meanwhile it is very difficult the existing parallelism between innovation and flexibility by one hand, and the inflexibility of
the educational system on another, where it remains the distinction between university-level and non-
university level, between permanent teacher and provisional teacher and between knowledge areas.

There are a number of key elements for participants' engagement in online courses:

- First the attraction of matters and suggestive content from the point of view of personal
development;
- Secondly the need to obtain valid knowledge for their professional development that will allow a
better performance and improvement of practices.
- Third, support and interaction with colleagues for a collaborative knowledge construction and
shared learning;
- Fourth, the importance given to motivation, self-regulation and personalized learning.

These last two issues, encloses a dilemma themselves (mass versus custom) and must be solved at
MOOC own design, combining individual and collective strategies for education professionals
operating in communities of practice activities. It is also a key element recognize that in a MOOC,
teaching methods must become, especially in learning methods concern, tailored to each student, and
carried out by them (rather than by the teacher). Students also play a more important role in directing
their own learning, including reflection on him and about him [4].

One of the key elements in the design of a MOOC is interactivity. Poy and Gonzales-Aguilar [6] point
out that the level of participation that involves a MOOC course differs from its interactive design,
namely if we gather interactivity principles with inequalities in the access to the platform its normal to
achieve elements of weakness that encourages learners dropout. Therefore, the balance between
instructional design and quality educational platform is very important to MOOC achievements and
optimized use of interactive tools. Therefore, since interactivity, instructional design and motivation are
critical elements that directly affect the retention of participants, it must be taken into account in the
construction of MOOC the existence of motivation and interaction systems between all participants of
courses.

3 VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES: RESTRICTED NETWORKS AND COMMUNITIES IN
SOCIAL NETWORKS

People are social beings who tend to bond each other into communities, to ensure safety, survival and
to achieve common goals [12]. Due to rapid technological change, the concept of community has
evolved into virtual spaces [13], leading to the appearance of Virtual Communities and Social
Networks.

A Social Network is a social structure set by people who share interests, common values and goals
within the same virtual environment and without a common geographic location [14]. Social networks
show the social relationships that are created from the interaction between people. According to Yen,
Tseng and Wang [15] it is relevant to analysed it through two different perspectives: a structural
perspective refers to the links and relationships established between members and their position in it;
and a relational perspective based on the quality of relationships. Both reflect the complex interaction
that characterizes society and human behavior [14].

Virtual Communities involves creating knowledge for the benefit of the whole group, and these
benefits do not end over a simple definition of “social network”. Kimball and Rheingold [16] explains
that social networks provide a space to show projects, practices and experiences that can be
harnessed to create knowledge, and therefore, from this perspective adopt the role of Virtual
Communities. Vivian and Sudweeks (2003) pointed out that individuals are members of a virtual
community that is maintained through social networks. It is also the interpersonal bonds created
between individuals and the knowledge generated within social networks that promotes their analysis
as Virtual Communities ([17], [18]).

Virtual Communities formed in social networks have different fields of action: education and training,
professional subjects, sports, hobbies, etc, and are characterized as a shared knowledge space.
Relationships between members start from the "content", i.e., "sharing users' personal information,
affiliations, needs and aspirations" [14]. In others words, any exchange of value includes exchanging
profile information. Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter, like other social network, are based on the
exchange of information, normally according two different profiles:
3.1 Role of Virtual Communities for Professional Development in Education

Virtual Communities are increasing and encouraging informal learning, i.e., learning that is not institutionalized, is not restricted to students or professionals of a certain age and is not structured or organized in order to obtain a certification [19]. Moreover, the growing interest in enhancing the performance and meet the changing needs of professional training has led to the emergence of Communities of Practice (groups of people sharing an interest or profession who interact and collaborate in order to share knowledge and develop solutions for common problems). In an online environment the communities are virtual communities, online Communities of Practice and Professional Virtual Communities. The Professional Virtual Communities (PVC) provides to individuals an effective way of sharing knowledge and new mechanisms to manage information for their professional development ([20], [21], [19]).

According to the literature, a professional is a person who possesses specific knowledge, domain of a certain field or area, has problem-solving capabilities, is committed to his/her work and, throughout his/her career, develops their competences through critical reflection [13]. Therefore, we can define Professional Virtual Communities, as a group of autonomous, independent individuals that communicate and interact with each other, on a regular and organize basis, sharing values, interests, ideas and specific experiences in order to achieve common objectives ([22], [21], [13], [23]).

Since, Professional Virtual Communities promote informal learning, in which members share common interests and collaborate to achieve common goals. Lewis and Allan [20] argues that Virtual Communities are especially useful for different groups of professionals: a) those entering a profession, to manage and establish their professional credibility, b) individuals in new situations, to develop knowledge and expert capabilities faster, c) individuals that have to address new problems and situations, d) individuals who are required to implement strategic changes, and e) those that detect a strategic liability.

Although the potential of Professional Virtual Communities to provide continuing professional development is not fully exploited, we can find this type of communities in different areas of expertise. The prediction of Howard Rheingold [24], although fascinating, fails to predict the growth of virtual communities and multiple different corners of cyberspace two decades later. The growth of communities and active participation in business applications, medical, educational... has been higher than expected, thanks to Social Networking Sites (LinkedIn, Facebook, MySpace, YouTube...); Virtual Worlds (Second Life, Whyville...); and Information Sharing (Wikis, Google Docs, Blogs...).

The potential of social networks for contact, display and send information continuously and permanently makes Professional Virtual Communities proliferate on social networks. Aspects related to the expression of professional status and professional identities seem to be linked to participation and commitment in Professional Virtual Communities social networking, as part of individuals' professionalisation. Pimmer, Linxen and Grönhöbl [25] study, who analyzed a Facebook page centred on medical and clinical topics, reveals how the participation in such virtual professional communities allows for the declaration and negotiation of professional status and professional identities. Moreover they also observed that social networks “was mainly based on virtual relations where learning and participation appeared to be far more short-lived and ephemeral” [25], this means that most community members, rarely takes central and active forms of participation. Nevertheless is important to unveil that social networks are being feed through mobile phones as a daily practice; and considered an appropriate tool for sharing professional information, blurring educational boundaries and promoting redistribution of knowledge and power.

Therefore ICT put at our disposal a variety of tools and new ways for continuous training and career development. New technologies lead us to innovate in new training methods and Virtual Communities in social networks is the result of it, offering multiple advantages. Specifically, in some professional
social networks like LinkedIn, Xing or Viadeo we can find Professional Virtual Communities that respond to users interests.

An interesting line of research focuses on features that remain active Virtual Communities long term, such as: rules of reciprocity, shared knowledge for self-efficacy, trust, perceived benefits, perceived compatibility, users' adopted behavior to shared knowledge, loyalty ([23], [21], [26]) and even a sense of belonging, satisfaction and positive relationship between members [26]. However, research has shown that the shared knowledge is not the base element that supports and ensures the virtual community success. According to Lin [26], trust has a much stronger influence on the sense of belonging to a community, since mutual trust plays an essential role in reducing uncertainty and increased security.

3.2 Facebook and LinkedIn: strategies to promote professional development

Virtual communities in social networks or other collaborative tools arise from the need to join and interact with others. Information technology, in general, and Web 2.0, in particular, make this social need in cyberspace available and ready to use ([14], [19]).

LinkedIn is a professional social network from which specific Professional Virtual Communities are established from the strictly professional interactions. As a professional network, individuals can create lists that make up their network of professionals. These lists turn into a close network that will facilitate the access to information and help individuals to develop their careers through active participation, knowledge construction and interaction among members [27].

On the other hand, Facebook is a social network where we can find different Professional Virtual Communities, although it is generally considered a social network in which social interaction based on leisure is promoted. Professional Virtual Communities in social networks establish a basic professional identity that increases according to participation and interaction in it, and although Virtual Communities in social networks are increasingly complex, recent studies unveil that Facebook provides activities that introduce users in a professional environment, where the information and knowledge generated promotes professional development of members ([27], [28]).

These networks allow users to build a (public or private) profile and establish a list of individuals with whom to share content. Interaction among members and the opportunity of inviting and sharing content is based on democratization of Internet and open access since creating a profile on LinkedIn or Facebook is open to anyone with an email address. However access to certain groups into Professional Virtual Communities, according to their interest, objectives and main goals, may be restricted by its creators, so that participation, discussion and generated content in the group can only be seen by its members ([14], [28]). There are also open groups where information is public, in this groups knowledge is provided for the benefit of all users that want to have access to it [14].

Groups in social networks can be considered as groups of users with common interests. There is a wide variety. These groups can become Professional Virtual Communities or not, depending if people are grouped and organized within a virtual space, in order to learn in a participatory manner by sharing information, conducting group activities, participating in forums and solving doubts among all members of the community [17].

Both in Facebook as in LinkedIn we can find groups that represents Professional Virtual Communities, normally they have explicit educational content and learning practices. The training contents appear in tools such as chat, forums or in the “wall” where a variety of resources are posted showing explicitly training purposes, such as: texts, images, videos, quizzes, cases studies, etc. ([25], [28]).

Some examples of explicit content for professional development spread through LinkedIn and Facebook social networking are described below:

- Practical Case Studies: a specific occurrence (problem) or subject matter requiring discussion, decision or investigation is presented in the community along with brief scientific arguments (supported by texting; images; videos etc.). Members are invited to comment and discuss main ideas in order to shared knowledge among community. A practical case of a medical Professional Virtual Community in a Facebook group is presented on Figure 1.
• Multimedia resources: photographs, images, audios, videos are examples of training resources that generates a training debate in the community in order to promote professional and critical awareness. These multimedia elements are published in Facebook or LinkedIn groups and spread their “message” through the community members feeds.

• Events: publication of events (eg, contests or training activities such as courses, seminars or workshops) promote individual professional development. By disseminating multiple types of initiatives, connected with individuals specific interests and training needs, social networks or Professional Virtual Communities in LinkedIn or Facebook groups are facilitating access to information and promoting professional development.

• Debates: discussions are generated by members of Professional Virtual Communities in LinkedIn or Facebook groups through photographs, videos, in the form of news, articles, etc. The opportunity for sharing different point of views regardless of people culture, background or geographic location enriches and amplifies individuals’ formative experiences.

• Employment opportunities: in LinkedIn groups we can find information about companies and institutions for job search purposes, or gathering professionals with the same skills and promote or participate in certain activities.
Professional Virtual Communities on social networks count on with several educational tools for users, whether students or practitioners, promoting what is call “informal learning”. Therefore, Social Network nature such as: accessibility, friendly-user, tool-free associated with their increasingly sophisticated tools gives them a greater importance in the present and in the future of learning. Taking this into consideration, we advocate that Professional Virtual Communities encourage professional development through communication, interaction and shared knowledge on a specific domain.

4 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

We are witnessing a transformation in education and in professional development through social networks in parallel with the existing communication developed in social networks. Professional development has evolved thanks to the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and due to the adoption and implementation of the Internet. Social networks cause significant changes in the Networked Culture in general, and in the Networked Training and Educational Development in particular. There are also numerous new professional profiles that arise. It is the case of journalist, due to the process of adapting data to the new media in a complex and changing environment, marked by digitization and the emergence of the so-called “new media” [29].

New online scenarios bring several and rapid changes for individuals’ professional development. Besides offering completely different and innovative environments for professional development, social networks in particular, influence personal and professional dilemmas, actions, and habits. It is an emerging modality and further research should focus on the models of professional development on social networks. It is necessary to design new learning situations covering both professional and personal aspects. Thinking and developing learning situations that help individuals taking advantage of the multiple opportunities available on the social networks, communities of practices, open access initiatives, but also stimulating strategies focused on individuals’ major difficulties such as lack of motivation, lack of self-regulated behavior; reduce uncertainty and also increase sources credibility.

Focused on the emergent transformation that is taking place in education and professional development, caused by social networks, we analyzed different users’ profiles based on online communication, but especially the phenomenon of professional development network itself. Open and closed networks and both patterns of professional activity were discussed. Individuals spend a lot of time using social networks: sharing private and professional information, interacting with others (family and friends but also work colleagues and academic experts), keep up with institutional, professional and all kind of groups’ feeds. Without having total acknowledge individuals are sharing content and exchanging personal and professional information achieving continuous professional learning. Knowledge is shared, several skills are trained and lifelong learning occurs, naturally.

Promoting professional development on social networks involves both individual and collective behavior. It is personal, but also occurs in communities. We considerer massive online professional courses as individual and personal opportunities for professional development; the interaction occurs in open and massive networks and individuals have specific needs and face several challenges. In MOOC barriers between educational times (initial-training and lifelong learning), educational levels (university and non-university) and especially by types of participants (professionals and nonprofessionals profiles) are challenges that we need to embrace for achieving knowledge democratization and shared knowledge construction. Despite there are multiple forms of communication in Professional Virtual Communities we have exposed it as closed groups. Virtual communities are also an opportunity for professional development, but in groups and communities in which learning and shared construction of knowledge is more structured and focused.

Thus it is especially important, on the one hand, to analyze individuals behavior in online courses (open and massive), and on the other, in Virtual Communities or Professional Virtual Communities, in order to address the diverse needs of professionals when assuming social networks as tools for enhancing professional development.
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